sewNews
1 Coat, 5 Looks
create a convertible coat, Dec/Jan:48-51

A
Accessories
backpack, Aug/Sept:22-24
carry-on bag, Jun/Jul:50-52
create a bohemian necklace, Feb/Mar:66-68
create a heart pincushion for Sew Red,
Feb/Mar:62-63
create a quilted cosmetic bag, Dec/Jan:60-61
create embellished fleece scarves, Dec/Jan:56-58
create fabric flower embellishments, Jun/Jul:43
embellish a quilted bag with chenille bias strips,
Aug/Sep:52-53
explore the possibilities of sewing with chizimi
thread, Dec/Jan:52-55
get organized with a 3-piece desk set,
Dec/Jan:47
learn the art of Sashiko embroidery,
Feb/Mar:56-58
make a reversible knit scarf in just a few steps,
Feb/Mar:54-55
make a towel tote, Jun/Jul:38-39
pattern for reusable shopping bag, Feb/Mar:72
simple beanbag chair, Aug/Sep:64-65
stitch a simple and stylish reverse appliqué belt,
Feb/Mar:60-61
use hardware to give purses a professional look,
Feb/Mar:44-47
use hemp fabric to make a grocery tote,
Apr/May:52-54
variations on a basic bag pattern, Feb/Mar:38-42
wrist pincushion, Aug/Sep:62-63
Alterations
see Fitting
American Sewing Guild
create chizimi thread chemo caps, Dec/Jan:55
Appliqué
create a bohemian necklace, Feb/Mar:66-68
decoupage appliqué, Jun/Jul:22-23
embellished duvet set, Oct/Nov:48-51
Laughing Lizards appliqués, Jun/Jul:62
stitch a simple and stylish reverse appliqué belt,
Feb/Mar:60-61
Aprons
stitch a log-cabin-style patchwork apron,
Feb/Mar:60-61
Ask Linda (column)
Dec/Jan:38-39, Feb/Mar:34-36, Apr/May:32-34,
Jun/Jul:28-29

2009 ARTICLE INDEX
Bailey, Amy
meet the hottest new "lifestyle" designers,
Feb/Mar:49

Belts
stitch a simple and stylish reverse appliqué belt,
Feb/Mar:60-61

Bags
backpack, Aug/Sep:22-24
carry-on bag, Jun/Jul:50-52
create a quilted cosmetic bag, Dec/Jan:60-61
embellish a quilted bag with chenille bias strips,
Aug/Sep:52-53
learn the art of Sashiko embriodery,
Feb/Mar:56-58
make a towel tote, Jun/Jul:38-39
pattern for reusable shopping bag, Feb/Mar:72
use hardware to give purses a professional look,
Feb/Mar:44-47
use hemp fabric to make a grocery tote,
Apr/May:52-54
variations on a basic bag pattern, Feb/Mar:38-42

Betzina, Sandra (author)
Q&A, Dec/Jan:36-37, Feb/Mar:32-33,
Apr/May:30-31, Jun/Jul:26-27

Barickman, Amy (author)
visit Amy Barickman's studio, Dec/Jan:66-67
Basics, (column), learn-to-sew series
interfacing, Apr/May:15-18
lapped zipper, Dec/Jan:21-23
multi-functional trim, Aug/Sep:15-17
ruffles and gathers, Oct/Nov:17-19
serging, Feb/Mar:17-21
thread, Jun/Jul:13-16
Baskets
create a fabric basket for treats, Oct/Nov:34-35
match the pattern at the center front of a jacket
or piece a patterned fabric, Oct/Nov:38-39
Bathing Suits
pattern for one-piece maternity bathing suit,
Jun/Jul:64
Beads
create a bohemian necklace, Feb/Mar:66-68
Kristal Wick partnered with JHB for her line of
handcrafted beads, Aug/Sep:71
Beads & Baubles
create a bohemian necklace, Feb/Mar:66-68
Beauty on the Go
create a quilted cosmetic bag, Dec/Jan:60-61
Beauty Rest
create a set of silk pillow shams, Oct/Nov:60-62
Bed of Flowers
embellished duvet set, Oct/Nov:48-51

Ask Us (column)
Aug/Sep:26-28, Oct/Nov:30-31

Bednar, Nancy (author)
dress up a basic T-shirt with a cowl neckline,
Aug/Sep:58-60

Austin, Terri (author)
rethink, reuse and recycle unconventional materials in your sewing, Apr/May:40-43

Behind the Scenes (column)
Karey Bresenhan, president and founder of Quilt
Market and Quilt Festival, Dec/Jan:72

B

Bell, Carol (author)
create a quilted cosmetic bag, Dec/Jan:60-61

Beyond the Bolt (column)
rethink, reuse and recycle unconventional materials in your sewing, Apr/May:40-43
Bias
decorative quick bias tape from Clover,
Apr/May:67
embellish a quilted bag with chenille bias strips,
Aug/Sep:52-53
Blankets
create a photo quilt, Apr/May:58-62
Bloemendaal, Gena (author)
simple beanbag chair, Aug/Sep:64-65
Blog Roll Call
lifestyle designers' blogs and Web sites,
Feb/Mar:51
Books (column)
Altered Shoes: A Setp-by-Step Guide to Making
Your Footwear Fabulous, Oct/Nov:69
Button Ware, Dec/Jan:77
Chic & Simple Sewing: Skirts, Dresses,Tops, and
Jackets for the Modern Seamstress,
Oct/Nov:69
Craftivity: 40 Projects for the DIY Lifestyle,
Apr/May:74
Debbie Mumm's Home Comings, Oct/Nov:69
Embellished Fashions, Dec/Jan:82
Felt, Fabric, and Fiber Jewelry: 20 Beautiful
Projects to Bead, Stitch, Knot, and Braid,
Feb/Mar:75
Folk Art Needlepoint, Jun/Jul:68
Goddess of the Last Minute: Laughter and
Lessons from an Uncommon Quilter,
Oct/Nov:69
Green Crafts for Children, Apr/May:74
Knit Two, Apr/May:74
Material Obsession, Aug/Sep:77
Natural Dyes, Apr/May:74
Perfect Plus: Sew a Mix-and-Match Wardrobe
for Plus and Petite-Plus Sizes, Aug/Sep:77
Print Your Own Fabric, Apr/May:61
Printing by Hand, Dec/Jan:82
Quick & Easy Window Treatments, Feb/Mar:75
Simple Silk Ribbon Embroidery by Machine,
Feb/Mar:75
Stand the Storm, Aug/Sep:77
Stitched in Time, Dec/Jan:82
The Dressmaker's Technique Bible, Jun/Jul:68
The Seamstress, Dec/Jan:82
The Threads of Time,The Fabric of History: 38
Profiles of African American Designers from
1850 to the Present, Feb/Mar:75
The Undomestic Goddess, Jun/Jul:68
Weekend Sewing: More than 40 Projects and
Ideas for Inspired Stitching, Jun/Jul:68
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Whimsical Embroidery: 38 Delightful Projects,
Aug/Sep:77
Bradley, Beth (author)
create a heart pincushion for Sew Red,
Feb/Mar:62-63
Designer Diamond from Husqvarna Viking,
Dec/Jan:80
get organized with a 3-piece desk set,
Dec/Jan:44-47
interview with hosts of ThreadBanger,
Aug/Sep:12-13
learn about Amy Barickman, founder of Vintage
Workshop and Indygo Junction, Dec/Jan:66-67
learn about Ellen Medlock, founder of her own
pattern company, Apr/May:64-65
learn about Patty Young, her children's clothing
patterns and fabric collection, Jun/Jul:54-55
learn about Paula Prass, fabric designer, interior
designer and artist, Feb/Mar:64-65
plus-size pattern options, Aug/Sep:34-37
stitch a simple and stylish reverse appliqué belt,
Feb/Mar:60-61
travel with local Beth Bradley around Denver,
Dec/Jan:14-15
variations on a basic bag pattern, Feb/Mar:38-42

proper fit for a large bust, Apr/May:25
Contests
Creative Curtains, Oct/Nov:16
Perfect Pincushion, Feb/Mar:13
Cosmetic Bag
create a quilted cosmetic bag, Dec/Jan:60-61

Desk Accessories
get organized with a 3-piece desk set, Dec/Jan:47

Costumes
the latest costume patterns, Oct/Nov:36-37

Do the Twist
stitch a fashionable neckline on a basic top,
Jun/Jul:56-60

Couture With Claire, (column)
couture sewing tips, Dec/Jan:34-35, Feb/Mar:3031
Cowl Play
dress up a basic T-shirt with a cowl neckline,
Aug/Sep:58-60
Cowls
dress up a basic T-shirt with a cowl neckline,
Aug/Sep:58-60
Crawford, Connie (author)
interfacing, Apr/May:15-18

Bresenhan, Karey
president and founder of Quilt Market and Quilt
Festival, Dec/Jan:72

Cross Your Heart
create a heart pincushion for Sew Red,
Feb/Mar:62-63

Butler, Amy
meet the hottest new "lifestyle" designers,
Feb/Mar:49

Cumbie, Rae (author)
improve a pant pattern with slash pockets,
Aug/Sep:44-48
pattern adjustment for weight gain, Oct/Nov:20-24

Buttons
button shanks, Jun/Jul:65
buttons with realistic cat and dog images,
Dec/Jan:79
how to sew a button stem, Dec/Jan:34-35
strong and durable button thread, Aug/Sep:26-27
tiny buttons for doll clothes, Aug/Sep:75

C
Candy Cauldron
create a fabric basket for treats, Oct/Nov:32-35
Cheetham, Kathleen (author)
plus-size pattern alteration, Aug/Sep:18-20
Chenille Appeal
embellish a quilted bag with chenille bias strips,
Aug/Sep:52-53
Cherries Jubilee
create a cherry picnic set, Jun/Jul:44-49
Clippings (column)
Dec/Jan:12-16, Feb/Mar:8-12, Apr/May:8-12,
Jun/Jul:10-12, Aug/Sep:8-13, Oct/Nov:12-14
Coats
create a convertible coat, Dec/Jan:48-51
Coleman-Hale, Rashida (author)
create a portable patchwork checkerboard,
Aug/Sep:30-33
Coman, Nick (author)

visit Ellen Medlock's studio, Apr/May:64-65
visit Marty Stevens-Heebner's studio, Oct/Nov:5859
visit Patty Young's studio, Jun/Jul:54-55
visit Paula Prass’s studio, Feb/Mar:64-65

D
Darnell, Rhonda (author)
create outdoor pillows, Jun/Jul:32-36
Darts
darts, Feb/Mar:30-31
decorative darts, Dec/Jan:37
Decorative Stitches
create a quilted cosmetic bag, Dec/Jan:60-61
update a wardrobe staple with fashionable stitching,
Aug/Sep:38-40
Deets, Jennifer (author)
create a set of silk pillow shams, Oct/Nov:60-62
Denbow, Rachel (author)
personalize a director's chair with hand embroidery,
Aug/Sep:66-67
Dennis, Shannon (author)
embellished duvet set, Oct/Nov:48-51
leaf quilt, Oct/Nov:26-28
multi-functional trim, Aug/Sep:15-17
Designer Décor
combine fabric from designer collections to make a
pillow, Feb/Mar:52-53
Designer Digs (column)
visit Amy Barickman's studio, Dec/Jan:66-67
visit Cindy Taylor Oates' studio, Aug/Sep:68-69

Doyle, Erica (author)
make a towel tote, Jun/Jul:38-39
rethink, reuse and recycle unconventional materials
in your sewing, Apr/May:40-43
serging, Feb/Mar:17-21
Doyle, Shannon (author)
ruffles and gathers, Oct/Nov:17-19
Drawing Room
new fabric collection, Drawing Room, by Anna
Maria Horner for Westminster Fibers,
Dec/Jan:76-77
Drexler, Eric (author)
Ask Us, Aug/Sep:26-28

E
Editor's Letter
Dec/Jan:8, Jun/Jul:6, Aug/Sep:6, Oct/Nov:6
Embellishment
create embellished fleece scarves, Dec/Jan:56-58
create fabric flower embellishments, Jun/Jul:43
decoupage appliqué, Jun/Jul:22-23
embellish a quilted bag with chenille bias strips,
Aug/Sep:52-53
embellished duvet set, Oct/Nov:48-51
Laughing Lizards appliqués, Jun/Jul:62
personalize a director's chair with hand embroidery,
Aug/Sep:66-67
stitch a custom hanger cover with a hidden pocket,
Aug/Sep:54-56
update a wardrobe staple with fashionable stitching,
Aug/Sep:38-40
Embroidery
decoupage appliqué, Jun/Jul:22-23
embellished duvet set, Oct/Nov:48-51
leaf quilt, Oct/Nov:26-28
learn the art of Sashiko embroidery, Feb/Mar:56-58
paper embroidery how-to, Dec/Jan:28-33
personalize a director's chair with hand embroidery,
Aug/Sep:66-67
Entertaining
create a cherry picnic set, Jun/Jul:44-49
create a portable patchwork checkerboard,
Aug/Sep:30-33
gypsy-themed party setting, Oct/Nov:38-43

F
Fab Finds (column), new products and notions
5-in-1 Sliding Gauge from Clover, Oct/Nov:65
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Amy Butler's interactive sewing CD from The
Electric Quilt Company, Oct/Nov:65
Back to Back Fiber Products' all natural batting,
Jun/Jul:63
bag pattern templates, Dec/Jan:75
Circular Sewing Attachment from Baby Lock,
Oct/Nov:64
clear vinyl templates for window treatments from
Pam Damour, Oct/Nov:64
Clover's Seams Right with Nancy Zieman,
Jun/Jul:63
Cosa-Nova quirky tape measures, Feb/Mar:71
Creative Machine Emroidery "Green Living"
embroidery designs, Apr/May:68
decorative quick bias tape from Clover, Apr/May:67
Domestic Goddess embroidery design collection
from Amazing Designs, Dec/Jan:76
Easy Reach Thread Carousel, Jun/Jul:61
E-Z Print pattern material, Apr/May:69
Inchie Ruler Tape from C & T Publishing,
Aug/Sep:72
JHB jewelry kits, Dec/Jan:77
Kristal Wick partnered with JHB for her line of
handcrafted beads, Aug/Sep:71
Lantern Moon silk gelato ribbon yarn, Feb/Mar:69
LapCat pattern from Wildly Wonderful Wearables,
Aug/Sep:73
Laughing Lizards appliqués, Jun/Jul:62
Mundial FreeStyle scissors, Jun/Jul:62
Rhinestone zippers from Rhinestones Galore!,
Aug/Sep:72
Sewing Hardware drawer pulls, Dec/Jan:76
Soak Wash rinse-free formula for delicates,
Feb/Mar:70
Square Rose handbag patterns, Feb/Mar:70
Sublime Stitching's line of Glow in the Dark
Thread, Oct/Nov:63
Sulky stabilizers, Dec/Jan:77
Supreme Free Motion Slider for free-motion stitching, Apr/May:69
The Pattern Studio glove patterns, Feb/Mar:72
T-Quilts T-shirt quilt patterns, Apr/May:68
Uberlight lamp from Reliable Corporation,
Aug/Sep:73
Fabric
animal-print fabric, Jun/Jul:65
Betty Boop printed fabric, Feb/Mar:72
create outdoor pillows, Jun/Jul:32-36
Drawing Room by Anna Maria Horner for
Westminster Fibers, Dec/Jan:76-77
easy care linen-like fabric, Apr/May:71
embellish a quilted bag with chenille bias strips,
Aug/Sep:52-53
fabric for flags, Jun/Jul:64
Feelings by Patricia Bravo for Art Gallery Fabrics,
Apr/May:68-69
Flag Day Farm by Minick & Simpson for Moda,
Jun/Jul:62-63
Good Folks by Anna Maria Horner for Free Spirit
Fabrics, Oct/Nov:64-65
heavier utlrasuede for upholstery, Dec/Jan:79
learn about the hottest new eco-friendly fabric,
Apr/May:36-38
learning secrets to working with sheers while creating a swimsuit cover-up, Jun/Jun:40-42
lining fabric for dresses, pants and skirts,
Aug/Sep:74
looped fabric for hook-and-loop tape, Apr/May:70
mail-order tapestry fabric, Oct/Nov:66
Marimekko print fabric, Jun/Jul:64

necktie fabric, Dec/Jan:78
pillow cover fabric for sensitive allergies,
Dec/Jan:78
pool table felt, Aug/Sep:75
Razzle Dazzle by Donna Wiler for Fabric
Traditions, Feb/Mar:70-71
recycle denim into place mats, Apr/May:44-45
selecting lining for silk suit, Jun/Jul:29
sewing on vinyl, Dec/Jan:36
silk doupioni source, Feb/Mar:73
use hemp fabric to make a grocery tote,
Apr/May:52-54
Fabric Flowers
create fabric flower embellishments, Jun/Jul:43
Fit
see Fitting
Fitting, (column) alterations and fitting
pattern adjustment for weight gain, Oct/Nov:20-24
plus-size pattern alteration, Aug/Sep:18-20
proper fit for a large bust, Apr/May:25
proper fit for the lower body, Feb/Mar:22-25
proper fit for the upper body, Dec/Jan:24-27
proper fit for your body type, Jun/Jul:18-21
Fleece
create embellished fleece scarves, Dec/Jan:56-58

Services, Apr/May:12
My Brother's Keeper Quilt Group sews sleeping
bags for the homeless calling it The Sleeping Bag
Project, Jun/Jul:12
Project Linus teams up with Quiltmaker to stitch
blankets for hospitals, abuse centers, police stations and shelters, Oct/Nov:14
Soldiers' Angels sews blankets for service members
abroad, Feb/Mar:12
Good Fortune
gypsy-themed party setting, Oct/Nov:38-43
Goods, The (column)
Dec/Jan:75-82, Feb/Mar:69-75,Apr/May:67-74,
Jun/Jul:61-68, Oct/Nov:63-69
Grading
plus-size pattern alteration, Aug/Sep:18-20
Green Grocer
use hemp fabric to make a grocery tote,
Apr/May:52-54
Griepentrog, Linda Turner (author)
create a photo quilt, Apr/May:58-62
paper embroidery, Dec/Jan:28-33

H

Fleece Chic
create a fleece jacket, Oct/Nov:56-57

Haab, Sherri (author)
create a bohemian necklace, Feb/Mar:66-68

From Us (column)
Feb/Mar:6, Apr/May:6

Hang in There
stitch a custom hanger cover with a hidden pocket,
Aug/Sep:54-56

From You (column)
Dec/Jan:11, Feb/Mar:9, Apr/May:9, Jun/Jul:9,
Aug/Sep:9, Oct/Nov:9

Hats
create chizimi thread chemo caps, Dec/Jan:55

Full Figure Flattery
plus-size pattern options, Aug/Sep:34-37

Hide and Seek
Dec/Jan:10, Feb/Mar:8, Apr/May:8, Jun/Jul:8,
Aug/Sep:8, Oct/Nov:8

Fun & Games
create a portable patchwork checkerboard,
Aug/Sep:30-33

Hight, Breanne (author)
the latest costume patterns, Oct/Nov:36-37

G

Hinds, Joan (author)
gypsy-themed party setting, Oct/Nov:38-43

Gather 'Round
make a quick yo-yo throw pillow, Aug/Sep:50-51
Givens, Tina
meet the hottest new "lifestyle" designers,
Feb/Mar:50
Gilday, Erin (author)
stitch a log-cabin-style patchwork apron,
Apr/May:48-50
Gilleland, Diane (author)
make a quick yo-yo throw pillow, Aug/Sep:50-51
Giving Back (column)
Thomas Jefferson High School partners with The
Spina Bifida Association of Texas to design and
sew clothing, Dec/Jan:16
4-H partners with local quilters' guild to stitch pillowcases for ConKerr Cancer, Aug/Sep:9
Arapahoe County Quilters makes blankets for
Colorado Pregnancy and Newborn Loss

Holiday
create a fabric basket for treats, Oct/Nov:34-35
gypsy-themed party setting, Oct/Nov:38-43
Holmberg, Nannette (author)
embellish a quilted bag with chenille bias strips,
Aug/Sep:52-53
Horner, Anna Maria
meet the hottest new "lifestyle" designers,
Feb/Mar:51
Home Decorating
calculating fabric amount for ruffle seat cushion,
Jun/Jul:29
combine fabric from designer collections to make a
pillow, Feb/Mar:52-53
create a cherry picnic set, Jun/Jul:44-49
create a floor mat with old scraps, Apr/May:56-57
create a set of silk pillow shams, Oct/Nov:60-62
create outdoor pillows, Jun/Jul:32-36
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embellished duvet set, Oct/Nov:48-51
explore the possibilities of sewing with chizimi
thread, Dec/Jan:52-55
make a quick yo-yo throw pillow, Aug/Sep:50-51
pattern for padded satin hanger, Feb/Mar:73
personalize a director's chair with hand embroidery,
Aug/Sep:66-67
recycle denim into place mats, Apr/May:44-45
ruffles and gathers for chair cushions, Oct/Nov:1719
simple beanbag chair, Aug/Sep:64-65
simple tab-top curtains, Oct/Nov:52-55
stitch a custom hanger cover with a hidden pocket,
Aug/Sep:54-56

I
In Disguise
the latest costume patterns, Oct/Nov:36-37
In Reverse
make a reversible knit scarf in just a few steps,
Feb/Mar:54-55
In the Bag
variations on a basic bag pattern, Feb/Mar:38-42
Irons
narrow iron for pressing, Aug/Sep:74

J
Jackets
create a fleece jacket, Oct/Nov:56-57
pattern for sports or letterman jacket, Aug/Sep:74
Jacobs, June McCrary (author)
create a cherry picnic set, Jun/Jul:44-49
create embellished fleece scarves, Dec/Jan:56-58
Jewelry
create a bohemian necklace, Feb/Mar:66-68
Johnson, Mary (author)
learn to sew a lapped zipper, Dec/Jan:21-23

K
Klaer, Janet (author)
Making Connections, Apr/May:70, Aug/Sept:74,
Feb/Mar:72, Dec/Jan:78-79, Jun/Jul:64,
Oct/Nov:66-67
Knits
best stabilizer for knit seams, Aug/Sep:27
make a reversible knit scarf in just a few steps,
Feb/Mar:54-55
stitch a fashionable neckline on a basic top,
Jun/Jul:56-60

L
Lace
best thread for freestanding lace designs,
Aug/Sep:26
lace, Feb/Mar:26-28
Last Laugh, The (column)
Dec/Jan:90, Feb/Mar:82, Apr/May:82, Jun/Jul:74,
Aug/Sep:82, Oct/Nov:74
Laws, Kelly (author)
lace, Feb/Mar:26-28

Lee, Linda (author)
Ask Linda, Dec/Jan:38-39, Feb/Mar:34-36,
Apr/May:32-34, Jun/Jul:28-29
combine fabric from designer collections to make a
pillow, Feb/Mar:52-53
learn about the hottest new eco-friendly fabric,
Apr/May:36-38
meet the hottest new "lifestyle" designers,
Feb/Mar:48-53
Q&A, Dec/Jan:38-39, Feb/Mar:34-36,
Apr/May:32-34, Jun/Jul:28-29, Oct/Nov:30-31
Leonard, Sandra (author)
simple tab-top curtains, Oct/Nov:52-55
Life by Design
meet the hottest new "lifestyle" designers,
Feb/Mar:48-53
Lights, Camera, Fashion!
go behind the scenes of the annual Bernina Fashion
Show, Dec/Jan:68-71
Lounge Sack
simple beanbag chair, Aug/Sep:64-65

M
Machine (column)
Décor Computer 3050 from Janome, Jun/Jul:66
Designer Diamond from Husqvarna Viking,
Dec/Jan:80
Ellisimo from Baby Lock, Feb/Mar:74
HZL F-Series from Juki, Aug/Sep:76
Project Runway LB6770 from Brother, Apr/May:72
Quattro 6000D from Brother, Oct/Nov:68
Machine Embroidery (column)
backpack, Aug/Sep:22-24
decoupage appliqué, Jun/Jul:22-23
lace, Feb/Mar:26-28
leaf quilt, Oct/Nov:26-28
paper embroidery, Dec/Jan:28-33
skirt border, Apr/May:26-28
Machines
see Machine
Making Connections (column), mail-order and Web
sources
100/2 Invisafil thread, Feb/Mar:73
animal-print fabric, Jun/Jul:65
Betty Boop printed fabric, Feb/Mar:72
bra tape measure, Feb/Mar:72
building plans for a sewing machine/serger cabinet,
Oct/Nov:67
button shanks, Jun/Jul:65
buttons with realistic cat and dog images,
Dec/Jan:79
chizimi thread, Oct/Nov:66
decorative and clear bra straps, Jun/Jul:65
easy care linen-like fabric, Apr/May:71
extra large snaps, Dec/Jan:78
fabric for flags, Jun/Jul:64
filling for a bean bag, Oct/Nov:67
fold-over colored elastic, Dec/Jan:79
heavier utlrasuede for upholstery, Dec/Jan:79
hooks and eyes, Dec/Jan:78
lightweight separating dress zippers, Feb/Mar:72
lining fabric for dresses, pants and skirts,
Aug/Sep:74

looped fabric for hook-and-loop tape, Apr/May:70
magnetic clasps, Apr/May:70
mail-order tapestry fabric, Oct/Nov:66
Marimekko print fabric, Jun/Jul:64
measuring tool for adjusting bra cup sizes,
Aug/Sep:75
narrow iron for pressing, Aug/Sep:74
necktie fabric, Dec/Jan:78
pattern for one-piece maternity bathing suit,
Jun/Jul:64
pattern for bicycle racing shirt and shorts,
Dec/Jan:79
pattern for padded satin hanger, Feb/Mar:73
pattern for reusable shopping bag, Feb/Mar:72
pattern for sports or letterman jacket, Aug/Sep:74
pattern for T-shirt-skirt, Apr/May:71
patterns designed by Anna Zapp, Oct/Nov:66
pleater board kit, Oct/Nov:67
pool table felt, Aug/Sep:75
ribbon with Judaic designs and motifs, Oct/Nov:66
seam ripper clipper, Apr/May:71
silk doupioni source, Feb/Mar:73
slipper soles for knitted and crocheted slippers,
Feb/Mar:72
solar-reactive embroidery thread, Jun/Jul:65
steel boning, Oct/Nov:67
stylish sewing project kits, Apr/May:71
tiny buttons for doll clothes, Aug/Sep:75
top-stitching thread for jeans, Aug/Sep:74
UV-resistant thread, Apr/May:70
velvet ribbon trim, Aug/Sep:75
water-resistant zippers, Apr/May:71
zippers with colored teeth, Jun/Jul:64
MacPhee, Linda (author)
create a convertible coat, Dec/Jan:48-51
The Last Laugh, Dec/Jan:90, Feb/Mar:82,
Apr/May:82, Jun/Jul:74, Aug/Sep:82,
Oct/Nov:74
March, Ellen (author)
recycle denim into place mats, Apr/May:44-45
Medlock, Ellen
visit Ellen Medlock's studio, Apr/May:64-65
Meldrum, Claire (author)
collar and cuffs, Oct/Nov:44-47
Mellinger, June (author)
backpack, Aug/Sep:22-24
Methods to Master (column)
collar and cuffs, Oct/Nov:44-47
Miller, Darlene (author)
proper fit for your body type, Jun/Jul:18-21

N
Notions
5-in-1 Sliding Gauge from Clover, Oct/Nov:65
bra tape measure, Feb/Mar:72
chizimi thread, Oct/Nov:66
Circular Sewing Attachment from Baby Lock,
Oct/Nov:64
Clover's Seams Right with Nancy Zieman,
Jun/Jul:63
decorative and clear bra straps, Jun/Jul:65
extra large snaps, Dec/Jan:78
fold-over colored elastic, Dec/Jan:79
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hooks and eyes, Dec/Jan:78
Inchie Ruler Tape from C & T Publishing,
Aug/Sep:72
interfacing, Apr/May:15-18
magnetic clasps, Apr/May:70
multi-functional trim, Aug/Sep:15-17
Mundial FreeStyle scissors, Jun/Jul:62
ribbon with Judaic designs and motifs, Oct/Nov:66
selecting presser foot for attaching beads, Jun/Jul:29
sewing bias tape on curves, Jun/Jul:28
steel boning, Oct/Nov:67
see Buttons
see Stabilizer
see Thread
see Zippers
Nuts & Bolts
use hardware to give purses a professional look,
Feb/Mar:44-47

O
O'Connell, Tammy (author)
use hardware to give purses a professional look,
Feb/Mar:44-47
Oates, Cindy Taylor
visit Cindy Taylor Oates' studio, Aug/Sep:68-69
On the Road (column)
travel with local Beth Bradley around Denver,
Dec/Jan:14-15
Otto, Pattie (author)
stitch a fashionable neckline on a basic top,
Jun/Jul:56-60
Outerwear
create a convertible coat, Dec/Jan:48-51
pattern for sports or letterman jacket, Aug/Sep:74

P
Pants
improve a pants pattern with slash pockets,
Aug/Sep:44-48
Paper Embroidery
paper embroidery how-to, Dec/Jan:28-33
Patterns
combine fabric from designer collections to make a
pillow, Feb/Mar:52-53
create a cherry picnic set, Jun/Jul:47,49
create a convertible coat, Dec/Jan:48-51
create a fabric basket for treats, Oct/Nov:34-35
create a heart pincushion for Sew Red, Feb/Mar:6263
embellished duvet set, Oct/Nov:51
get organized with a 3-piece desk set, Dec/Jan:47
gypsy-themed party setting, Oct/Nov:39-43
improve a pants pattern with slash pockets,
Aug/Sep:44-48
LapCat pattern from Wildly Wonderful Wearables,
Aug/Sep:73
pattern for one-piece maternity bathing suit,
Jun/Jul:64
pattern for bicycle racing shirt and shorts,
Dec/Jan:79
pattern for padded satin hanger, Feb/Mar:73
pattern for reusable shopping bag, Feb/Mar:72

pattern for sports or letterman jacket, Aug/Sep:74
pattern for T-shirt-skirt, Apr/May:71
patterns designed by Anna Zapp, Oct/Nov:66
plus-size pattern alteration, Aug/Sep:18-20
plus-size pattern options, Aug/Sep:34-37
the latest costume patterns, Oct/Nov:36-37
wrist pincushion, Aug/Sep:62-630
Perennial Pincushion
wrist pincushion, Aug/Sep:62-63
Periera, Dawn (author)
find out what's behind "green" marketing,
Apr/May:46-47
Piece by Piece
stitch a log-cabin-style patchwork apron,
Apr/May:48-50
Piecing
create a portable patchwork checkerboard,
Aug/Sep:30-33
stitch a log-cabin-style patchwork apron,
Apr/May:48-50
Pillows
combine fabric from designer collections to make a
pillow, Feb/Mar:52-53
create a set of silk pillow shams, Oct/Nov:60-62
create outdoor pillows, Jun/Jul:32-36
explore the possibilities of sewing with chizimi
thread, Dec/Jan:52-55
make a quick yo-yo throw pillow, Aug/Sep:50-51
Pincushions
create a heart pincushion for Sew Red,
Feb/Mar:62-63
wrist pincushion, Aug/Sep:62-63
Plus-size
improve a pants pattern with slash pockets,
Aug/Sep:44-48
plus-size pattern alteration, Aug/Sep:18-20
plus-size pattern options, Aug/Sep:34-37
proper fit for a large bust, Apr/May:25
proper fit for your body type, Jun/Jul:18-21
Pocket Change
improve a pants pattern with slash pockets,
Aug/Sep:44-48
Pockets
improve a pants pattern with slash pockets,
Aug/Sep:44-48
Prass, Paula
visit Paula Prass's studio, Feb/Mar:64-65
Presser Feet
selecting presser foot for attaching beads, Jun/Jul:29
Proffitt, Jacquelyn (author)
explore the possibilities of sewing with chizimi
thread, Dec/Jan:52-55
Purposely Puckered
explore the possibilities of sewing with chizimi
thread, Dec/Jan:52-55

Q
Q&A (column)

altering patterns for rounded upper back,
Feb/Mar:34
best stabilizer for knit seams, Aug/Sep:27
best thread for bobbin with metallic thread,
Aug/Sep:27
best thread for freestanding lace designs, Aug/Sep:26
calculating fabric amount for ruffle seat cushion,
Jun/Jul:29
correct proportion for valance, Feb/Mar:36
creating a narrow hem on chiffon, Dec/Jan:38-39
creating facings for collar and neckline, Feb/Mar:35
durable invisible thread, Aug/Sep:26
how to stabilize loosely-woven sweater for a jacket,
Apr/May:32
joining elastic ends, Dec/Jan:38
seam finishes for wool tweed, Apr/May:33
securing thread method and durable decorative
thread, Aug/Sep:26
selecting correct skirt and pants pattern, Feb/Mar:34
selecting lining for silk suit, Jun/Jul:29
selecting presser foot for attaching beads, Jun/Jul:29
sewing bias tape on curves, Jun/Jul:28
sewing faux leather, Apr/May:32
shirt placket, Oct/Nov:30-31
shortening jeans but preserving original hem,
Apr/May:34
soaking time to remove stabilizer, Aug/Sep:27-28
strong and durable button thread, Aug/Sep:26-27
turning lightweight fabric into heavyweight fabric,
Dec/Jan:39
what to line sheer Chantilly lace with,
Apr/May:33
underling a garment, Oct/Nov:43
Q&A with Threadbanger
interview with hosts of ThreadBanger, Aug/Sep:1213
Quilting
embellish a quilted bag with chenille bias strips,
Aug/Sep:52-53
Quilts
create a photo quilt, Apr/May:58-62
leaf quilt, Oct/Nov:26-28

R
Reader Tips (column)
Dec/Jan:10, Feb/Mar:8, Apr/May:8, Jun/Jul:8,
Aug/Sep:8, Oct/Nov:8
Recycling
create a floor mat with old scraps, Apr/May:56-57
recycle denim into place mats, Apr/May:44-45
Room with a View
simple tab-top curtains, Oct/Nov:52-55
Rubin, Luana (author)
go behind the scenes of the annual Bernina Fashion
Show, Dec/Jan:68-71

S
Scarves
create embellished fleece scarves, Dec/Jan:56-58
make a reversible knit scarf in just a few steps,
Feb/Mar:54-55
Schlyer, Stacy (author)
create a fabric basket for treats, Oct/Nov:32-35
wrist pincushion, Aug/Sep:62-63
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Scoop on Sergers, The
serger guide, pull-out Aug/Sep

Stalp, Amy (author)
Fab Finds, Dec/Jan:76-77

Seams
seam finishes for wool tweed, Apr/May:33

Stevens-Heebner, Marty
visit Marty Stevens-Heebner's studio, Oct/Nov:5859

Serge Ahead
serger buying guide, Aug/Sep:42-43
Serger Thread 101
basics about serger thread, pull-out Aug/Sept
Sergers
basics about serger thread, pull-out Aug/Sept
dress up a basic T-shirt with a cowl neckline,
Aug/Sep:58-60
pull-out serger guide, Aug/Sep
serger buying guide, Aug/Sep:42-43
serging, Feb/Mar:17-21
Sew Professional (column)
darts, Feb/Mar:30-31
how to sew a button stem, Dec/Jan:34-35
Sew Red Campaign
create a heart pincushion for Sew Red, Feb/Mar:6263
Sewing Machines
see Machine
Sewing Solutions (column)
sewing tips, Dec/Jan:36-37, Feb/Mar:32-33,
Apr/May:30-31, Jun/Jul:26-27
Shaeffer, Claire (author)
darts, Feb/Mar:30-31
how to sew a button stem, Dec/Jan:34-35
Sheer Perfection
learning secrets to working with sheers while creating a swimsuit cover-up, Jun/Jun:40-42
Shriber, Nancy (author)
learn the art of Sashiko embroidery, Feb/Mar:56-58
Shirts
see Tops
Silk
Lantern Moon silk gelato ribbon yarn, Feb/Mar:69
Simply Sashiko
learn the art of Sashiko embroidery, Feb/Mar:56-58
Skirts
pattern for T-shirt-skirt, Apr/May:71
update a wardrobe staple with fashionable stitching,
Aug/Sep:38-40
Snethen, Erin (author)
make a reversible knit scarf in just a few steps,
Feb/Mar:54-55
Snowbound!
create embellished fleece scarves, Dec/Jan:56-58
Source, The (column)
Dec/Jan:87, Feb/Mar:78, Apr/May:78, Jun/Jul:69,
Aug/Sep:81, Oct/Nov:73
Stabilizer
best stabilizer for knit seams, Aug/Sep:27
soaking time to remove stabilizer, Aug/Sep:27-28

Stewart, Linda (author)
proper fit for the lower body, Feb/Mar:22-25
proper fit for the upper body, Dec/Jan:24-27
Stones, Hallie (author)
learn to sew a lapped zipper, Dec/Jan:21-23
Suits
update a wardrobe staple with fashionable stitching,
Aug/Sep:38-40
Suit Yourself
update a wardrobe staple with fashionable stitching, Aug/Sep:38-40
Sunroom Seating
create outdoor pillows, Jun/Jul:32-36
Swatch It!, (column) fabric collections
A Day at the Circus by Quilting Treasures,
Aug/Sep:72-73
Drawing Room by Anna Maria Horner for
Westminster Fibers, Dec/Jan:76-77
Feelings by Patricia Bravo for Art Gallery Fabrics,
Apr/May:68-69
Flag Day Farm by Minick & Simpson for Moda,
Jun/Jul:62-63
Good Folks by Anna Maria Horner for Free Spirit
Fabrics, Oct/Nov:64-65
Razzle Dazzle by Donna Wiler for Fabric Traditions,
Feb/Mar:70-71

T
Table Scraps
recycle denim into place mats, Apr/May:44-45
Techniques
collar and cuffs, Oct/Nov:44-47
creating a narrow hem on chiffon, Dec/Jan:38-39
darts, Feb/Mar:30-31
how to sew a button stem, Dec/Jan:34-35
learn to sew a lapped zipper, Dec/Jan:21-23
learning secrets to working with sheers while creating a swimsuit cover-up, Jun/Jun:40-42
ruffles and gathers, Oct/Nov:17-19
sewing bias tape on curves, Jun/Jul:28
sewing faux leather, Apr/May:32
sewing on vinyl, Dec/Jan:36
shirt placket, Oct/Nov:30-31
This is Your Life
create a photo quilt, Apr/May:58-62
Thread
100/2 Invisafil thread, Feb/Mar:73
basics about serger thread, pull-out Aug/Sept
best thread for bobbin with metallic thread,
Aug/Sep:27
best thread for freestanding lace desgins, Aug/Sep:26
chizimi thread, Dec/Jan:52-55
durable invisible thread, Aug/Sep:26
Easy Reach Thread Carousel, Jun/Jul:61
securing thread method and durable decorative

thread, Aug/Sep:26
solar-reactive embroidery thread, Jun/Jul:65
strong and durable button thread, Aug/Sep:26-27
Sublime Stitching's line of Glow in the Dark Thread,
Oct/Nov:63
thread, Jun/Jul:13-16
top-stitching thread for jeans, Aug/Sep:74
UV-resistant thread, Apr/May:70
ThreadBanger
interview with hosts of ThreadBanger, Aug/Sep:1213
Tkach, Connie (author)
create a fleece jacket, Oct/Nov:56-57
Top Sewing Tips (column)
sewing tips, Dec/Jan:36-37, Feb/Mar:32-33,
Apr/May:30-31, Jun/Jul:26-27
Tops
dress up a basic T-shirt with a cowl neckline,
Aug/Sep:58-60
stitch a fashionable neckline on a basic top,
Jun/Jul:56-60
Totable Towel
make a towel tote, Jun/Jul:38-39
Travel
carry-on bag, Jun/Jul:50-52
create a portable patchwork checkerboard,
Aug/Sep:30-33
create a quilted cosmetic bag, Dec/Jan:60-61
Traveling Light
carry-on bag, Jun/Jul:50-52
Trim
decorative quick bias tape from Clover,
Apr/May:67
Kristal Wick partnered with JHB for her line of
handcrafted beads, Aug/Sep:71
Lantern Moon silk gelato ribbon yarn, Feb/Mar:69
multi-functional trim, Aug/Sep:15-17
use hardware to give purses a professional look,
Feb/Mar:44-47
velvet ribbon trim, Aug/Sep:75

U
Uniquely Yours (column)
create a floor mat with old scraps, Apr/May:56-57
get organized with a 3-piece desk set, Dec/Jan:44-47
stitch a simple and stylish reverse appliqué belt,
Feb/Mar:60-61

V
Van Fleet, Kate (author)
carry-on bag, Jun/Jul:50-52
create fabric flower embellishments, Jun/Jul:43
stitch a custom hanger cover with a hidden pocket,
Aug/Sep:54-56
update a wardrobe staple with fashionable stitching,
Aug/Sep:38-40
use hemp fabric to make a grocery tote,
Apr/May:52-54
Vasquez, Maru (author)
create a floor mat with old scraps, Apr/May:56-57
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Vinyl
sewing on vinyl, Dec/Jan:36

W
Wells, Valori
meet the hottest new "lifestyle" designers,
Feb/Mar:51
What Does Green Mean?
find out what's behind "green" marketing,
Apr/May:46-47
Whelan, Tanya
meet the hottest new "lifestyle" designers,
Feb/Mar:50

Y
Yarn
Lantern Moon silk gelato ribbon yarn, Feb/Mar:69
You Name It
personalize a director's chair with hand embroidery, Aug/Sep:66-67
Young, Patty
visit Patty Young's studio, Jun/Jul:54-55

Z
Zentgraf, Carol (author)
skirt border, Apr/May:26-28
Zieman, Nancy (author)
Notes from Nancy, Feb/Mar:41
Zippers
invisible zipper tips, Dec/Jan:37
learn to sew a lapped zipper, Dec/Jan:21-23
lightweight separating dress zippers, Feb/Mar:72
rhinestone zippers from Rhinestones Galore!,
Aug/Sep:72
water-resistant zippers, Apr/May:71
zippers with colored teeth, Jun/Jul:64
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